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Spider Marble is a stunning natural
stone with a unique and captivating
appearance. It features a beautiful
gray background with intricate web-
like veins in shades of white, black,
and gray, resembling the delicate
threads of a spider's web. This
distinctive pattern adds depth and
character to any space.
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CHARACTERISTICS 
  

CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Spider Marble has a density ranging from 2.6 to 2.8 grams per
cubic centimeter, indicating its solid and sturdy composition. Its
water absorption rate is relatively low, typically ranging from 0.1%
to 0.5%, which means it is less likely to be affected by moisture-
related issues. In terms of strength, Spider Marble exhibits good
resistance to compression and bending, making it suitable for
various structural applications.
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SPIDER ORIGIN

The quarries of Spider Marble are located in
Fars Province, Iran.
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PRICEPRICE
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The price of Spider Marble can vary depending on
several factors such as quality, origin, availability,
and market demand. Generally, Spider Marble is
considered a premium and luxurious stone, which
can contribute to its higher price than other marble
varieties. Other factors like transportation costs
and any additional processing or customization
required can also influence the final price.
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USESUSES
Spider Marble is a versatile natural stone that finds
application in various areas. It is commonly used as
a luxurious material for countertops, flooring, and
wall cladding in residential and commercial spaces.
Spider Marble's durability and resistance to heat
make it suitable for kitchen countertops and
fireplace surrounds. It is also utilized in the creation
of exquisite decorative items such as vases,
sculptures, and furniture pieces. Additionally, Spider
Marble can be employed in exterior applications like
facades and outdoor landscaping features.
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Spider Marble is known for its durability, making it a reliable
choice for various applications. As a natural stone, it possesses
inherent strength and resilience. It is resistant to cracking,
chipping, and scratching, which ensures its longevity and ability to
withstand daily wear and tear. Spider Marble also exhibits good
resistance to heat, making it suitable for use in areas prone to
high temperatures, such as around stovetops or fireplaces.
However, it is important to note that like any natural stone, Spider
Marble can still be susceptible to staining if not properly sealed
and maintained.
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SIZE & FORMSIZE & FORM
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Spider Marble is available in the forms of block, slab, and
tile in different sizes and dimentions.



CONTACT US BORJSTONE CO

Feel free to approach us if you have any questions.

(+98) 9137606043

(+98) 9137606043

info@borjstone.com

www.borjstone.com

No4, Arbab St, Isfahan, Iran


